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Selected Articles: Britain is Knee-Deep in
Corruption.

By Global Research News
Global Research, January 21, 2016

Yemen: Britain and Saudi Arabia Shoulder to Shoulder in Atrocity

By Felicity Arbuthnot, January 19 2016

Britain’s  aiding  and  abetting  of  the  brutal,  head  chopping,  summarily  executing,  flogging
regime of Saudi Arabia continues unabated.

The Truth About Poverty In Britain Is Much Worse Than You Think

By Graham Vanbergen, January 21 2016

Forty years after Margaret Thatcher came to power the true extent of neoliberal market
reforms  are  still  unravelling  and  inequality,  as  we  are  now hearing  almost  daily,  has
inexhorably taken a grip and harming society much more widely as a direct result with
evidence of rising poverty its consequence.

‘Goldman Pledges Substantial Six-figure Sum to British pro-EU Group’: Report

By Anthony Bellchambers, January 21 2016

GR Ed M.Ch.: A former Goldman official who is not even a British citizen currently runs the
Bank of England. How convenient…

Israeli Medical Association Says British Doctors Trying to Boot Israel From World
Medical Association

By The Algemeiner, January 21 2016

British doctors have submitted a request to the World Medical Association to have the Israel
Medical Association expelled, Israeli news website nrg reported on Wednesday.
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Barring Donald Trump from Entering the UK. The “Ban Trump” Petition Targets “Hate
Speech”

By Binoy Kampmark, January 20 2016

“While I think this man is crazy, while I think this man has no valid points to make, I will not
be able to silence his voice.” Tom Tugendhat, The Independent, 19 January 2016
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